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Abstract. Service, as a computing and business paradigm, is gaining daily 
growing attention, which is being recognized and adopted by more and more 
people. For all involved players, it is inevitable to face service selection situa-
tions where multiple qualities of services criteria needs to be taken into account, 
and complex interrelationships between different impact factors and actors need 
to be understood and traded off. In this paper, we propose using goal and agent-
based preference models, represented with annotated NFR/i* framework to 
drive these decision making activities. Particularly, we present how we enhance 
the modeling language with quantitative preference information based on input 
from domain experts and end users, how softgoals interrelationships graph can 
be used to group impact factors with common focus, and how actor dependency 
models can be used to represent and evaluate alternative services decisions. We 
illustrate the proposed approach with an example scenario of provider selection 
for logistics.  

Keywords: Services Selection, Goal Modeling, Decision Making, Actor  
Dependency Network. 

1   Introduction 

Service-oriented computing has gained its momentum in recent years both as a new 
computing and business paradigm. In the services environment, the social nature of 
software services gets fully embodied when related players make decisions during 
service discovery, publication, selection and revocation. Current techniques, frame-
work and ontology for services selection mainly focuses on qualities of services at the 
system level rather than services qualities related to the high-level business objectives 
and contexts. 

In the case of the supply-chain management domain, there are many well estab-
lished theories and computational models for making integrated planning and optimal 
decisions for a given business service planning problem. Together with the new and 
fast development of the business world and information technology, supply-chain 
management concepts emerge as an important underlying model for all business ser-
vices that involves manufacture and distribution of products. In this spirit, this line of 
thinking can easily migrate into the services world, that is, we view service requestors 
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and providers as agents with intent, who evaluate alternative ways to form a suitable 
service network based on runtime demand.  

Multi-criteria decision making problems exist everywhere, and many researchers 
have been working on multi-motive decision models and methods. Some focus on the 
decision process itself and some work on domain-specific applications [10, 15]. Few 
research efforts have been made to model and analyze multi-criteria decisions in a 
systematic way, i.e., from the very beginning step of identifying the criteria, to the last 
step of making the final decision. In this paper, we adopt graphical notations of the 
NFR modeling methods to model the interrelations among different criteria, and then 
we add numerical annotations to the nodes in the model to represent preferences of 
decision makers. Actor dependency models in i* can be used to represent and evalu-
ate alternative services networking decisions. Algorithms for reasoning about these 
models to identify optimal solutions for the given decision problem is also given. We 
illustrate the proposed approach with an example scenario of provider selection for 
logistic services.   

The structure of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a method for 
setting up and analyzing services selection criteria with annotated NFR. Section 3 
introduces a decision making method based on agent-based preference model and 
criteria. Section 4 discusses related work and concludes the paper.  

2   Setting Up Services Selection Criteria with Annotated NFR 

Generally speaking, given a conventional multi-criteria decision problem, the very 
first step is to identify the essential impact factors to be included in the selection crite-
ria in an extensive way. Besides, rough evaluation about the importance of these  
criteria could be in place. In order to collect decision criteria, focus group meetings, 
brain-storming sessions, literature reviews, and subject matter expert (SME) inter-
views can all be sources of the initial list criteria. No matter how trivial a factor looks 
like, as long as it has substantial influence, it should be taken into consideration.  

When facing the service-oriented context, we first need an online community of 
experts contribute a QoS ontology for the particular business service domain, which 
allows service agents to compare the available services and making selections based 
on their preferences. Providers can express their capabilities and consumers can ex-
press their preferences using this ontology. In this paper, we base our upper ontology 
of business service QoS on the Non-Functional Requirements (NFR) Framework [1] 
in general, and we use domain-specific NFRs as a lower ontology for particular busi-
ness services. 

2.1   An Upper Ontology for Services Selection Based on NFR Framework 

Fig. 1 shows the upper ontology for services selection we build based on concepts 
from the NFR framework. The notion of softgoal in NFR is used to denote a factor of 
services selection criteria. Correlation links, which associate two softgoals, illustrate 
how the satisfaction of one softgoal contributes to that of another. The correlation 
element has two attributes: direction and type. If there is a correlation link from soft-
goal A to softgoal B, it means A has some influence on B. There are seven types of 
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contributions existing in conventional NFR framework, namely, break, hurt, some -, 
unknown, some+, help and make, representing to what extent, one softgoal contributes 
to another. For example, break means a full negative impact, while make means there 
is a full positive impact, hurt means a partial negative, help means a partial positive 
impact, some+ means a negative impact with unknown degree, some- means a positive 
impact with unknown degree, and unknown means it is uncertain what relationship 
exists between the two softgoals, but there is a relation.  

Based on the basic NFR concepts we have made an extension. The concept of 
Softgoal Cluster is introduced, which consists of one or more softgoals and denotes 
softgoals with a common theme or subject. Softgoals belonging to one softgoal cluster 
has characters in common or stronger correlation, which is substituted with contribu-
tion links in NFR.  To each Softgoal Cluster, a Preference value is associated to it as a 
quantitative attribute, which denotes expert preference to it. 

 

Fig. 1. An upper ontology for services selection based on NFR framework 

2.2   Source of Lower Ontology –A Service Example from the Logistics Domain  

Taking the example of logistic services, there are many well-known catalogues in the 
literature we may ground the lower ontology on. There is a 23-parameter criterion for 
vendor selection identified by Dickson in 1966[2]. Based on his investigation of 273 
procurement managers, which 170 feedbacks were received, the 23 parameters are 
ranked based on importance as in table 1. Weber collected and analyzed literature in 
this domain between 1967 and 1990, and re-ranked the 23 criteria based on their 
popularity and frequency of reference [8]. The detailed parameters and their compara-
tive importance and popularity can be found in table 1. Since Dickson’s time, the cri-
teria of vender selection have been hardly changed, and research is mainly focused on 
how to evaluate and select venders [14]. 
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Table 1. 23 criteria and order of vender selection 

Dickson’s 
order 

Importance Criteria 
Literature 
amount 

Percentage 
Weber’s 

order 
6 Important + Price 61 80 1 
2 Important + Delivery 44 58 2 
1 Important ++ Quality 40 53 3 
5 Important + Production facilities / capability 23 30 4 

20 Important Geographical location 16 21 5 
7 Important + Technical capability 15 20 6 

13 Important Management and organization 10 13 7 
11 Important Industry reputation and position 8 11 8 
8 Important + Financial position 7 9 9 
3 Important + Performance history 7 9 10 

15 Important Repair service 7 9 11 
16 Important Attitude 6 8 12 
18 Important Packaging ability 3 4 13 
14 Important Operating controls 3 4 14 
22 Important Training aids 2 3 15 
9 Important + Bidding procedural compliance 2 3 16 

19 Important Labor relation record 2 3 17 
10 Important + Communication System 2 3 18 
23 Important - Reciprocal arrangement 2 3 19 
17 Important Impression 2 3 20 
12 Important Desire for business 1 1 21 
21 Important Amount of past business 1 1 22 
4 Important + Warranties and claim policies 0 0 23 

As a consequence, a list of candidate criteria is identified. In the meantime, we also 
collect input about the relative importance of each criterion. Such kind of list can help 
rationalize the services selection decision process by conducting qualitative and quan-
titative analysis with evidence data. However, these criteria are still lacking an inter-
nal structure that represents the interdependencies among individual criterion. It may 
prevent us from understanding the impact criteria in more depth. So in next step, we 
should make a correlation analysis to all the criteria and build a lower services selec-
tion ontology based on this knowledge. 

2.3   Multiple Criteria Correlation Analysis Using Conventional NFR Model 

To analyze the correlation of criteria, goal-oriented modeling approach, such as NFR 
is used. As we mentioned in 2.1, two model elements in NFR are used in our correla-
tion analysis, NFR softgoal and correlation link. Each criterion is modeled as an NFR 
softgoal, while correlation link denotes the relation of two softgoals. After finding all 
the direct relationship among criteria, we analyze the coupling and cohesiveness of 
the nodes in the diagram and divide them into several criteria group. Then, each crite-
ria group is represented as a Softgoal Cluster. 

During this step, we should note that only direct correlations should be marked, 
and derived/indirect ones should be omitted from the diagram since redundant rela-
tionships will prevent us from finding the right clusters of criteria. Relationships are 
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usually recommended by experts with profound understanding about problem do-
main. A negative relation should always have an importance level attached, because it 
can lead to a contradiction with existing criteria, or even groups of criteria identified 
in our analysis.  If some factor is loosely coupled with others, different treatment 
should be taken based on the importance of this factor. For very important factors that 
cannot be omitted, it should stay in a group. Otherwise it can be omitted depends on 
how many factors are identified, and the distribution of relative importance repre-
sented as a percentage. 

To illustrate that, we use the twenty three factors for vender selection listed in  
table 1. All factors are treated as non-functional requirements. After adding their rela-
tions and adjusting their position in the graph, we can get the following result (Fig. 2). 

 

Fig. 2. Correlation analysis of services selection criteria 

In our example, the categories are easily identified due to simplicity of the model. 
For complicated ones, assign weights to relations and automated clustering algorithms 
can be applied to identify clusters based on a customer-defined policy (people could 
adjust the result if needed). Each cluster should form a hierarchy with a root node 
representing a distinctive quality attribute and a few leaf nodes contributing/ influ-
enced by the root node, and we use ellipse to indicate the boundary of each softgoal 
cluster.  In our example, five categories are identified. We can use the root elements 
of them as the group name, and they are: delivery, quality, price, management and 
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reputation. But what is the relative importance of these groups? How can we denote 
the importance? These are the questions we want to answer next.  

2.4   Preference Annotated Hierarchical NFR Model 

It is very difficult to quantify the impact of services selection factors, which is soft in 
nature. Standardizing these quantified data and making them comparable is even 
harder. Continuing the thread of analysis in section 2.3, we use the softgoal clusters 
identified above as our decision criteria. Then we adopt AHP (analytic hierarchy 
process) method to calculate the weight of each factor, which is a critical decision 
making tool. Although there are possible drawbacks of AHP, such as poor scalability, 
incapable of reflecting intrinsic characteristics of complex evaluation issues, many 
researchers have proved that AHP is an easy-to-use and effective method to solve 
complex decision making problems. It is understandable not only to the experts, but 
also to general stakeholders. After the stakeholders and experts conduct a pair-wise 
comparison to the elements, their relative weights can be calculated. Then we can 
make an extension to the NFR framework by annotate each softgoal cluster with their 
weight. As shown in Fig. 3, we use the ellipse to denote the boundary of each cluster, 
and a cloud is associated to each cluster to show the name and the weight of cluster 
(format: cluster name: weight). 

 

Fig. 3. Correlation analysis using annotated hierarchical NFR model  

Quality: 0.307 

Price: 0.282

Delivery: 0.218 

Management: 0.081 

Reputation: 0.112 
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We use NFR method to analyze correlations of the selection criteria, and find out cri-
teria groups standing for all the detailed factors. AHP method is used to find the weights 
of criteria groups. All these are the basis of the following decision making phase. 

3   Services Selection Based on Preferences Modeling 

Once the criteria for services selection decision are identified, the next step is to 
evaluate the performance of the candidates. First, we evaluate each single criterion of 
each candidate objects. Second, we use the results of single criteria evaluation to 
make decision considering factors from all categories. In this stage, the generic pref-
erence information from experts will be used. 

i* framework is a widely used strategic intentional modeling method. Actors’ goals 
and tasks could be modeled intuitively. Services selection problem always involves at 
least two types of actors. And there are mutual dependencies between them. So i* 
model [11, 12] is a natural fit for modeling services selection. In this section, we first 
introduce the quantification method, an approach called Weighted Set-Valued Statis-
tics [10], and then we introduce a single criteria decision making model. Then in sec-
tion 3.3, we introduce how to make multi-criteria decision based on the analysis result 
of 3.2. Sensitivity analysis is discussed as a further step of our method in 3.4. 

3.1   Weighted Set-Valued Statistics Approach to Calculate the Contribution of 
Candidate 

In the services selection process, different candidate usually have different contribu-
tions when carrying out a same required task. So in order to calculate the satisfaction 
degree of softgoal, it is essential to know for a given task, what impact each candidate 
will result in. It can only be estimated by people with sufficient domain knowledge. In 
general, the principle they use to decide the value of e (t, s) is estimating the task t’s 
execution result which contributes to softgoal s. And the estimation method we intro-
duce is weighted set-valued statistics. 

Suppose several domain experts estimate the value of a certain e (t, s). The set of 
experts is represented with P= {p1, p2, …, pn}. Each expert pi (1≤i≤n) gives an evalua-
tion range for e (t, s), for simplicity, we use q to denote the value of e (t, s). The 
evaluation range of e (t, s) is as below:  
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The narrower the range given by expert pi is the more confident is he about his 
evaluation. Under normal circumstances, that means his evaluation is more accurate, 
so his weight on this evaluation should be higher than others’. In order to distinguish 
from the weight of softgoal, we call it e-weight of expert. For designation, we use wi 
to denote the e-weight of expert pi. The value of wi is computed according to the 
evaluation range given by pi: 

∑
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Then we get the Weighted Set-Valued Function: 
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The expanded form of the weighted set-valued function is: 
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In this formula, 121 ,....,, +Lbbb  is an ascending sequence of all end points of evalua-

tion ranges given by experts. L is the number of intervals divided by these end points. 

ia (i=1, 2, …, L) is the sum of e-weights of experts whose evaluation range contain 

the interval [bi, bi+1].  
According to Set-Valued Statistics, the expectant value of e (t, s) is: 
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We expect experts’ evaluations approach the actual value as closely as possible. In 
other words, the variance of all evaluations should be the lower the better. The vari-
ance is: 
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We compute the standard deviation based on the variance: 
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The smaller the standard deviation is the more accurate is the evaluations. We de-
fine credibility of set-valued statistics to represent the accuracy of evaluation: 
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If B≥0.9, we think experts’ evaluations can be accepted and E (q) is considered to 
be the quantified value of e (t, s). Otherwise, experts do not quit the evaluation proc-
ess until the credibility’s value reaches 0.9. 

3.2   Services Selection Based on Single Criterion 

There are always two classes of actors involved in the service decision making proc-
ess. Both have their own goals and intentions. The dependencies representing the se-
lection criteria become a bridge between them. To establish a dependency, actors 
need to perform certain tasks. To what extent the dependency or goal can be achieved 
depends on how each actor takes actions to operationalize these softgoals. 

To evaluate the task execution result, related original data should be collected, 
which includes objective historical data related to the criteria. It can also be collected 
from domain experts or by a survey. Although these data is more subjective, it is help-
ful for our decision making process. Besides, standardized evaluation is also needed. 
Because we will compare different candidates, evaluation must give every facet a 
standardized quantitative mark. It is usually set up by a domain expert who under-
stands the specific domain. Here, we choose weighted set-valued statistics approach 
introduced in 3.1 to calculate the contribution of candidates. 

In order to illustrate how to use annotated i* model to evaluate the achievement of 
each single criteria, procurement is used as an example. Due to space limitation, we 
will choose quality as the sole criterion to be considered. The analysis of other factors 
follows a similar process. For example, a company wants to procure some material. 
There is historical product data on quality- three suppliers’ rates of return (Table 2). 
Because of cooperation and domain reputation, etc., other related data can also be 
saved as our primal evaluation data.  

Depending on the different trust level or knowledge level, different situations could 
be modeled. Here we give two example cases based on different cooperation degree 
or trust level. 

Table 2. Three suppliers’ rates of return 

 Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C 
Rate of return (%) 2.6 3.8 3.2 

Scenario 1. Single point decision model. In general, when the procurer only checks 
the overall rank of the concerned parameter, it is the supplier’s responsibility to op-
erationalize the standard. In this case, there are either little cooperation or strong trust 
between the procurer and supplier. The procurer could also check the products if it 
satisfies their need using certain preset standard. As shown in Fig. 4, annotated i* 
models with related data can help us position the decision point in the right context. 
For single point decision model, the verdict is made based on whether the single soft-
goal dependency is satisfied or not. The procurer defines a range, while suppliers  
provide their performance rate.  
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Fig. 4. Single point decision model in annotated i* 

As we have mentioned before, a decision can’t be made with only model and pri-
mal data. We need evaluation criteria. Here, expert knowledge is used to make such a 
standard. In our example, because there is no other detailed information about suppli-
ers, what the experts could use is three suppliers rate of return. What experts should 
do is to quantify the rate to a standard score (0 to 1, for example), which could denote 
the contribution of each supplier. Assuming the usage of weighted set-valued statis-
tics approach, we get the contribution of each supplier to quality and the result is 
listed below in Table 3. Based on the estimation of experts, supplier A is the best 
choice when the quality criterion is considered only. 

Table 3. Three suppliers’ contribution to quality 

 Supplier A Supplier B Supplier C 
Contribution 0.92 0.68 0.81 

Scenario 2: Multi-points decision model. A more complex scenario is that the pro-
curer not just checks the overall rank of a concerned parameter, but also controls mul-
tiple other operational level parameters. In this case, it is the procurer’s responsibility 
to operationalize the standard. In this case, there are either close cooperation or weak 
trust between the procurer and supplier. The procurer could also check every factor 
that it believe have impact on product quality.  As shown in Fig. 5, annotated i* mod-
els with related data can help us position the decision point in the right context. For 
multi-point decision model, the verdict is made based on the sum of each related  
factor that supplier feel relevant to the quality of products.  
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Fig. 5. Multi-points decision model in annotated i* 

To evaluate the performance of each supplier, two techniques mentioned are used. 
AHP can help decide the weight of each sub-softgoal, and weighted set-valued statis-
tics approach is used to decide the contribution of each task result through experts’ 
evaluation. And then we can get the overall score about achievement of single softgoal. 
In our example, assuming related results of three suppliers are shown as in Table 4.  

The final score q of supplier is calculated by the following formula: 

qi=
4

1
i i

i

w r
=
∑  

Table 4. Weights and three suppliers’ contributions to sub-softgoals 

Sub-softgoal 1-staff 2-Management and control 3-material 4-equipment q 
Weight(w) 0.231 0.112 0.305 0.352  
Result(r)-A 0.92 0.68 0.81 0.91 0.85605 
Result(r)-B 0.89 0.71 0.75 0.83 0.80602 
Result(r)-C 0.75 0.77 0.71 0.88 0.78580 

Then we can choose supplier A as the best based on the calculation results. 
The two cases about quality criterion, not only explain these two particular situa-

tions about procurement services selection, but also give general suggestions on how 
to evaluate one criterion. It depends on how much information regarding the supplier 
one has, and how much knowhow knowledge is available to the procurer. Different 
annotated i* models can be developed to help analyze the problem.  

3.3   Multi-criteria Decision Making 

After every criterion of each service instance is evaluated, the multi-objective decision 
making becomes straightforward. AHP method has given the weight of contribution of 
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Fig. 6. High leveled multi-criteria decision making model 

each criterion (Softgoal Clusters). High level multi-criteria decision making can be 
modeled as in Fig. 6. The notation of the link from softgoal to goal is its weight, which 
is an extension of i* framework.  

Each instance can receive a final total score given single criteria the weight of each 
criterion. And we can choose the one having highest score as the result of decision. In 
our example, assuming related results of three suppliers are shown as in Table 5. 

The final score M of supplier is calculated by the following formula: 

Mi=
5

1
i i

i

w r
=
∑  

Table 5. Weights and three suppliers’ contributions to the softgoals 

softgoal 1- quality 2-delivery 3- cost 4- management 5- reputation M 
Weight(w) 0.307 0.218 0.282 0.081 0.112  
Result(r)-A 0.85605 0.84085 0.60012 0.87414 0.87741 0.78842 
Result(r)-B 0.80602 0.91121 0.71487 0.74885 0.90445 0.82500 
Result(r)-C 0.78580 0.87414 0.67445 0.91004 0.76640 0.78154 

 
Then instance B is the best choice, recommended by our evaluation framework. 
For readability of models, we can show models at different abstract levels during 

different stage of the analysis process. For example, if there are many criteria, detailed 
models for each criterion should be given independently. The multi-objective decision 
should show the objects at highest abstract level. On the other hand, the multi-objective 
model can be made with single criteria models in detail within one model file. 
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3.4   Sensitivity Analysis of the Decision Result 

Human factors are deeply involved in our model driven decision method, from stake-
holders’ evaluation of the importance of criteria to experts’ evaluation of the candi-
dates’ contribution. Sometimes, a small change of people’s attitude will significantly 
affect the final decision. So sensitivity analysis is necessary to help people understand 
the potential threats to validity.  

Sensitivity analysis can be conducted in two situations. One is criteria weights sen-
sitivity analysis which analyzes how the changed weights of two criteria affects the 
final result, and the other is satisfaction sensitivity analysis which analyzes how the 
changed satisfaction evaluation affects the decision result. In our example, if we make 
sensitivity analysis of supplier A and B, we can get the results in Table 6 and 7. 

Data in Table 6 means how much the weight change could impact the final score of 
the two suppliers. For example, the data “+0.2095” in the column quality and row 
delivery means supplier A and B will have same score if the weight of quality adds 
0.2095 (with the corresponding loss of delivery). “(Data)” means we cannot reach the 
balance of score by changing weights of the two factors. 

Data in Table 7 means how much the satisfaction change of A will result in the two 
suppliers having the same score. for example, “+0.119” means if the quality satisfac-
tion of A adds 0.119, the score of A will be the same with B. “(Data)” has the same 
meaning with that in Table 6. 

Table 6. Criteria weights sensitivity analysis of supplier A and B 

softgoal quality delivery cost management reputation 
quality  -0.2948 -0.1530 (+0.3351) (-0.3272) 

delivery +0.2095  (-0.5681) +0.1289 (+0.5822) 
cost +0.1530  (+0.5681)  +0.1051 (+0.2875) 

management (-0.3351) -0.1289 -0.1051  (-0.1656) 
reputation (+0.3272) (-0.5822) (-0.2875) (+0.1656)  

Table 7. Satisfaction sensitivity analysis of supplier A to B 

Softgoal quality delivery cost management reputation 
Satisfaction Chang +0.119  (+0.168) +0.130 (+0.452) (+0.327) 

Sensibility analysis is needed when some candidates have similar scores. It will 
help examine whether adjustment is needed before getting the final decision.  

4   Related Work and Discussion 

The services paradigm presents a promising direction for enterprises to compose 
complex services applications from existing individual services on demand. It is im-
portant for enterprise to select their service partners dynamically to form strong and 
optimal alliances. Thus, services selection is an interesting research area that has at-
tracted many researchers’ attentions.  
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Earlier work such as [7] inherited ideas from autonomous agents match making in 
AI, in which the selection of services is based on semantic matching of the service 
functionalities rather than service qualities. Later, [6] proposes a services selection 
framework and ontology to support the systematic treatment of services selection 
based on quality of services, in which an upper ontology of QoS and a middle ontol-
ogy specifying domain independent quality concepts are given. There is also research 
on services selection algorithms based on multiple QoS constraints [5, 13]. [15] pro-
poses a Bayesian approach helps make decisions about adoption or rejection of a al-
ternative from uncertain information. As a complementary, our work in this paper 
gears towards defining a methodology for developing domain-specific ontology for 
services selection.  

As a natural extension to our earlier work on goal and scenario-based modeling 
approach for information systems [4], this paper proposes using goal and agent-based 
preference models, represented with annotated NFR/i* modeling framework to facili-
tate services selection decision making activities. In particular, we present how we 
enhance the modeling language with quantitative preference information based on 
input from domain experts and end users, how softgoals interrelationships graph can 
be used to group impact factors with common focus, and how actor dependency mod-
els can be used to represent and evaluate alternative services decisions. The proposed 
approach is illustrated with running example scenarios of provider selection for logis-
tic services. We adopt the characteristic of NFR to find the correlations of factors and 
find out main factor categories which affects the decision making, and use annotated 
i* model to fulfill the  decision making process. 

In the future, the weighted set-valued statistics approach in this paper can be fur-
ther enhanced with other quantification measures. Their efficacy in supporting ser-
vices selection can be studied and evaluated. Another possible future line of research 
is to develop domain specific services selection knowledge base and integrate with 
widely used service execution platform.  
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